HRT iSTREAMER SET-UP GUIDE

Above: iStreamer parts w/115VAC power supply. Below: 12VDC power supply/adapter for vehicles

Above: iStreamer with HRT Synch cable attached

Easy Set-up Instructions to start playing music
through the iStreamer:
1) Connect the iStreamer power supply to a 115VAC outlet (or to the 12VDC adapter that you plug into a
cigarette lighter or auxiliary 12VDC outlet if you are using it in a vehicle), and then connect the larger “A”
blade of the HRT ‘USB A to mini B’ power cable to the power supply, but not yet to the iStreamer.
2) Make certain that your iDevice is in its idle/”sleep” state (screen off) and that it is not playing
music or any other type of audio in the background. * Your iDevice must have at least a 20%
charge to be successfully paired with the iStreamer * (after your iDevice is successfully paired with
the iStreamer, it will be continuously charged through the iStreamer as long as the 2 units are linked and
the power supply is plugged in, whether playing music or not).
3) Connect the HRT-supplied sync cable to first your iDevice and then the iStreamer. Please note that this
is a dedicated synch cable and should always be used with your iDevice(s). WARNING! Non-HRTsupplied synch cables may not work correctly with the iStreamer and should not be used, as
operational faults may occur!
4) Finally, connect the USB mini B connector from the power supply to the POWER input on the iStreamer.
5) Watch for the three LEDs on the iStreamer to flash momentarily (this indicates that the iStreamer has
booted up).
6) The pairing process between your iDevice and the iStreamer will now begin. This will take several
seconds, and when completed, one of the three sample-rate LEDs on the iStreamer will begin flashing
slowly.
4. Using standard RCA analog cables (the included set or those of your choice), plug the RCA outputs of

the iStreamer (R and L) into any standard line-level input on a Stereo set, TV, or powered pair of
loudspeakers. In some installations, where an auxiliary analog input makes use of a 3.5mm/1/8” female
socket, (as in many compact powered speaker systems, or when used in cars and trucks), it may be
necessary to make use of an RCA-to-1/8” (male) stereo plug adapter cable, such as this:

5. On an iPad or iPhone, launch the iPod App, find a song, and push play. On an iPod, just pick a song
and hit play.
6. Begin enjoying Great Sound served up from the iDevice through the iStreamer.
7. (Optional) Have a glass of wine or other adult beverage and sing along or play air guitar as appropriate,
while marveling at how great even lowliest MP3 can sound, never mind hearing lossless files in all their
glory.

Everyone Deserves Great Sound!

